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DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20340-

S20,012/DT-S89 5 July 1989 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF SCIENTIST DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY 

SUBJECT: SUN STREAK Operational Report - 8915 (U) 

1. S/NF/SK) During the period of 7 April 1989 0 16 June 1989 
inclusively, eleven sessions were conducted to determine the key 
function and supporting activities of a target area reflected in 
a copy of overhead photography atttached as Enclosure 1. 

2. (S/NF/SK) Remote Viewer 025 described the target site as a 
Soviet military complex dedicated to some sort Df engineering 
function and to the training of military personnel in skills 
related to field artillery. Military personnel were perceived as 
undergoing training in the main building of the target complex. 
The use of computers and magnetic relay systems are involved with 
the target site. 

3. (S/NF/SK) Viewer 011 described the target area as comprised 
of a group of structures strategically located at some sort of 
crossroads in a flat dry basin area. To the northeast are steep 
rugged cliffs bordering upon a high plateau. The key structure 
is perceived as being geometrically shaped as a "circle inside a 
square." The key function appeared related to the refinement of 
liquids that circulate through pipes under great pressure to 
empty into tanks and cisterns. An abundance of water is 
important to the site's function. 

4. (S/NF/SK) According to Remote Viewer 095, the site consists 
of a complex, a series of structures surrounded by level land in 
a foreign country. A predominant multi-storied office building 
is surrounded by a cluster of mobile secondary structures holding 
military weapons that are "worked orr here." Except for the 
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presence of small arms they represent the only type of weapon 
present at the site. The key function is related to the main 
central building where administrative staff work is performed. 
"Mechanical work" is done in the smaller adjoining buildings. 
From ten to twenty vehicles are brought in by rail at a given 
time. Turn around time for work completion is about two weeks. 

5. (S/NF/SK) Remote Viewer 003 incorrectly perceived the area 
as comprised of closely-spaced group of buildings of different 
heights. The main structure is primarily intended for the 
gathering of groups of people in some form of religious 
commonality, to plan, discuss, and insure a transition of 
leadership. 

6. (S/NF/SK) Remote viewer 079 described the site as a Soviet 
military complex. The key function involves a large object 
sweeping an unidentified material in tubular-shaped containers. 
The tubular objects are used in the conduct of military 
exercises. Some of the tubular objects were transported to 
Czechoslovakia to assist in military training exercises. The 
activity appeared somehow related or associated with the conduct 
of chemical and nuclear warfare. 

7. (S/NF/SK) There was no apparent correlation among the 
viewers in the results of their efforts. The results appear 
inconclusive. 

1 Enclosure SG1J 

Branch Chief 
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